We present new lower bounds for the size of perfect and separating hash families ensuring their existence. Such new bounds are based on the algorithmic cluster expansion improved version of the Lovász Local Lemma, which also implies that the Moser-Tardos algorithm finds such hash families in polynomial time.
Introduction and results
In this initial section we will review rapidly the state of the art of the Lovász Local Lemma, a powerful tool in the framework of the probabilistic method in combinatorics, focusing specifically on the recent cluster expansion improvement of the Moser-Tardos algorithmic version of the Lemma. We then will recall the main results in the literature concerning Perfect Hash Families and Separating Hash Families. Finally we will present the results of the paper.
Lovász Local Lemma: state of the art
The Lovász Local Lemma (LLL) was originally formulated by Erdös and Lovász in [8] and since then it has turned out to be one of the most powerful tools in the framework of the probabilistic method in combinatorics to prove the existence of combinatorial objects with certain desirable properties. The philosophy of the Lemma is basically to consider a collection of "bad" events in some suitably defined probability space whose occurrence, even of just one of them, prevents the existence of a certain "good" event (i.e. the combinatorial object under analysis). Then the Lemma provides a sufficient condition which, once satisfied, guarantees that there is a strictly positive probability that none of the bad events occurs (so that the good event exists). Such sufficient condition can be inferred from the socalled dependency graph of the collection of events. We remind that a dependency graph for a collection of random events B is a (simple and undirected) graph G with vertex set B such that each event B ∈ B is independent from the σ-algebra generated by the collection of events B \ Γ * G (B) where Γ * G (B) = Γ G (B)∪{B}, with Γ G (B) denoting the neighborhood of B in G, i.e. the set of vertices of G which are connected to the vertex B by an edge of G. The connection between the LLL and the cluster expansion of the abstract polymer gas, implicitly implied by an old paper by Shearer [15] , has been sharply pointed out in [14] by Scott and Sokal who also showed that the LLL (with dependency graph G) can be viewed as a reformulation of the Dobrushin criterion [7] for the convergence of the cluster expansion of the hard-core lattice gas (on the same graph G). In a later paper [9] Fernández and Procacci improved the Dobrushin criterion and this has then been used straightforwardly by Bissacot et al. in [3] to obtain a correspondent improved cluster expansion version of the LLL (shortly CLLL). Such new version of the LLL has been already implemented to get new bounds on several graph coloring problems (see [12] and [5] ). As the original Lovász Local Lemma by Erdös-Lovász, the improved cluster expansion version by Bissacot et al. given in [3] is "non-constructive", in the sense that it claims the existence of a certain event without explicitly exhibiting it. Nevertheless, an algorithmic version of the CLLL, based on a breakthrough paper by Moser and Tardos [11] , has been recently provided in [13] and [1] .
Moser Tardos setting (general case)
In the Moser Tardos setting all events in the collection B depend on a finite family V of mutually independent random variable with Ω being the sample space determined by these variables so that a outcome ω ∈ Ω is just a random evaluation of all variables of the family V. Each event B ∈ B is supposed to depend only on some subset of the variables V, denoted by vbl(B). Since variables in V are assumed to be mutually independent, any two events B, B
′ ∈ B such that vbl(B)∩vlb(B ′ ) = ∅ are necessarily independent. Therefore the family B has a natural dependency graph, i.e. the graph G with vertex-set B and edge-set constituted by the pairs {B, B ′ } ⊂ B such that vbl(B) ∩ vbl(B ′ ) = ∅. In this setting Moser and Tardos define the following random algorithm, whose output, when (and if) it stops, is an evaluation of the variables of the family V (i.e. an outcome ω ∈ Ω) which avoids all the events in the collection B.
MT-Algorithm (gereral case). -Step 0: Sample all random variables in the family V. Let ω 0 ∈ Ω be the output.
For k ≥ 1 -Step k: a) Take ω k−1 ∈ Ω and check all bad events in the family B. b) i) If some bad event occurs, choose one, say B, and resample its variables vbl(B) leaving unchanged the remaining variables. ii) If no bad event occurs, stop the algorithm. Let ω k ∈ Ω be the output.
We are now in a position to state the algorithmic version of the CLLL, which will be the basic tool to get our results on perfect and separating hash families. We remind that an independent set in a graph G is a set of vertices of G no two of which are connected by an edge of G. The proof of Theorem 1.1 can be found in [13] and [1] .
Perfect Hash Families and Separating Hash Families
Given a finite set U we denote by |U | its cardinality. Given an integer k, we denote shortly
will be called hereafter a "disjoint family". Let n, w be integers such that 2 ≤ w ≤ n. We denote by P w ([n]) the set of all subsets of [n] with cardinality w. Given s, w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w s integers such that s i=1 w i = w, we denote by P * w ([n]) the set whose elements are the disjoint families S = {W 1 , . . . , W s } such that W i ⊂ [n] and |W i | = w i for i = 1, . . . , s. Let A be a N × n matrix. Given W ∈ P w ([n]) we denote by A| W the N × w matrix formed by the w columns of the matrix A with indices in W . Analogously, given a disjoint family S = {W 1 , . . . , W s } ∈ P * w ([n]), we denote by A| S the N × w matrix formed by the w columns of the matrix A with indices in
Perfect hash family. Let X and Y be finite sets with cardinality |X| = n and |Y | = m. Let w ∈ N such that 2 ≤ w ≤ n. Then a perfect hash family of size N is a sequence f 1 , . . . , f N of functions from X to Y such that for any subset W ⊂ X with cardinality |W | = w there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , N } such that f i is injective when restricted to W . Such perfect hash family will be denoted by PHF(N ; n, m, w). A perfect hash family PHF(N ; n, m, w) is usually viewed as a matrix A with N rows and n columns, with entries in the set of integers [m] ≡ {1, 2, . . . , m} such that for any set W ∈ P w ([n]), the N × w matrix A| W formed by the w columns of the matrix A with indices in W has at least one line with distinct entries.
Separating hash family. Given X and Y finite sets with cardinality |X| = n and |Y | = m and the integers w 1 , . . . , w s such that w = w 1 + · · · + w s ≤ n, a separating hash family of size N is a sequence f 1 , . . . , f N of functions from X to Y such that for all disjoint families of subsets The probabilistic method has been already used several times in the past to face the problem of the existence of perfect and separated hash families. In particular lower bounds for N , ensuring the existence of a perfect hash family with fixed values n, m, w have been first obtained by Mehlhorn in [10] using standard techniques of the probabilistic method. The Local Lovász Lemma has been subsequently used by Blackburn [4] to improve the Mehlhorn bound. In the same year, another technique in the framework of the probabilistic method, the so-called expurgation method, has been used to get alternative bounds for perfect hash families [16] . Later the Lovász Local Lemma has also been used in [6] to get similar bounds also for separating hash families. In the same paper [6] the authors also outlined a comparison between the LLL and the expurgation method for perfect hash families suggesting that the expurgation method yields better bounds than the LLL. In a related paper [17] an alternative technique still based on the expurgation method has been used to obtain new lower bounds for N , for fixed values n, m, {w 1 , w 2 }, guaranteeing the existence of separating hash families. We finally mention that there have been also several results regarding upper bounds for N ensuring the non-existence of Separating and Hash families (see, e.g., [2] and references therein)
Results
We conclude this introductory section by presenting our main results which consist in new bounds for perfect hash families and separating hash families. Our first result concerns a lower bound for perfect hash families. Theorem 1.2 Let N, n, n be integers and let w be integer such that 2 ≤ w ≤ n. Then there exists a perfect hash family PHF(N ; n, m, w) as soon as
where τ is the first positive solution of the equation ϕ w,n (x) − xϕ ′ w,n (x) = 0 and
Moreover the MT-algorithm (described in Sec. 1.3.1 below) finds such perfect hash family PHF(N ; n, m, w) in an expected time which is polynomial in the input parameters N , n and m for any fixed w.
The second result concerns a similar lower bound for separating hash families.
To state this result we need to introduce the following definition. Given a multiset w 1 , . . . , w s of integers such that w 1 + · · · + w s = w, we denote by m p the multiplicity of the integer p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , w} in the multi-set
Theorem 1.3 Let N, n, n be integers and let w be an integer such that 2 ≤ w ≤ n. Let s ≥ 2 and let {w 1 , . . . , w s } be a family of integers such that
Then there exists a separating hash family SHF(N ; n, m, {w 1 , . . . , w s }) as soon as
where ϕ As claimed in the abstract, we will use the algorithmic version of the CLLL, i.e., Theorem 1.1, to prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Let us thus conclude this section by describing how to adapt the Moser-Tardos setting and the MT-algorithm to the case of Perfect and separated hash families. Note that when the algorithm stops the output matrix is a PHF(N ; n, m, w) [the output matrix is a SHF(N ; n, m, w)]. We will see in the next section this algorithm stops after an expected number of steps equal to n w . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Finally, in Section 3 we discuss some comparisons with previous bounds given in the literature. 
The probability of an event E W is
and, according to Theorem 1.1, the MT-algorithm (as it was described in Section 1.3.1) finds a perfect hash family PHF(N ; n, m, w) if, for some µ > 0
We set µ W = µ for all W ∈ P w ([n]) so that
Hence (2.1) rewrites
Let us now calculate explicitly the number Γ k (w, n) defined in (2.2). We have:
.
I.e. we get and
In conclusion once (2.6) is satisfied then also (2.1) is satisfied and therefore, according to Theorem 1.1, a PHF(N ; n, m, w) exists and the MT-algorithm (as described in Section 1.3.1) finds it in an expected number of steps
where the last inequality follows from the fact that the optimum µ which maximize the r.h.s. of (2.3) is surely less than one. Now, at each step k ≥ 1 of the MT-algorithm described in section 1.3.1, in order to check in item a) whether or not a bad event of the family {E W } Pw([n] occurs, we need to consider all the N lines of (at worst) all the n w matrices A| W with W ∈ P w ([n], and for each line of a given matrix A| W we need to compare all pair of entries of the line to check whether they are equal or not. This is done in (at most) N w 2 n w operations. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.3
We first recall that, for a fixed sequence of integers w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w s such that w = w 1 + . . . w s ≤ n, P * w ([n]) is the set whose elements are the disjoint families S = {W 1 , . . . , W s } of subsets of [n] with cardinality w 1 , . . . , w s resp. and A| S is the N × w matrix formed by the w columns of the matrix A with indices in
). Let us apply Theorem 1.1 for the family of events
, the probability of the event E S is given by
where P i (S) is the probability that the line i of the matrix A| S do not separate S. To calculate P i (S) just observe that where π Gs (m) is the chromatic polynomial of the graph G s . Thus
and therefore P (E S ) = q N As before two events E S , E S ′ ∈ S are independent if S ∩ S ′ = ∅. Therefore The dependency graph for the family of events S = {E S } S∈P * w ([n]) can be identified with the graph G with vertex set P * w ([n]) such that two vertices S = {W 1 , . . . , W s } and
) and S ′ ∩ S = ∅} By Theorem 1.1, the Moser-Tardos algorithm (as described in sec. 1.3.1) finds a separating hash family SHF(N ; n, m, {w 1 , . . . , w s }) if the following condition is satisfied: there exists ν > 0 such that
Note that, as we did in the previous section, we have set µ S = ν for all S ∈ P * w ([n]). The denominator of the r.h.s. of (2.9) can be evaluated similarly as we did for the case of perfect hash families. Indeed, given a disjoint family S = {W 1 , . . . , W s }, the neighbor of S in G is formed by all vertices
The only thing that changes respect to the calculations done for case of the perfect hash families is that now, fixed a set of columns W with cardinality w = w 1 + . . . w s , the number of different disjoint families S = {W 1 , . . . , W s } such that W = s r=1 W r and |W r | = w r for r = 1, . . . , s is given by the quantity m w defined in (1.5). Therefore we have
where Γ k (w, n) is exactly the same number defined in (2.2). Hence posing m w ν = µ we have that a separating hash family SHF(N ; n, m, {w, . . . , w s }) exists and can be found in polynomial time by the Moser-Tardos algorithm if
Note that the r.h.s. of inequality (2.10) and the r.h.s. of inequality (2.3) are the same. Hence we get that the condition (2.9) becomes (n − w)
where ϕ ′ w,n (τ ) is the same number as in (2.5) . In other word the condition (2.9) rewrites as
According to Theorem 1.1 the MT-algorithm (as described in section 1.3.1) finds a SHF(N ; n, m, {w 1 , . . . , w s }) satisfying (2.11) and hence (2.9) in an expected number of steps
where the last inequality follows from the fact that the optimum µ which maximize the r.h.s. of (2.10) is surely less than one. The number n w of these steps, similarly to what done for PHF, has to be multiplied by N w 2 m w n w which is the number of operations needed to check item a) of step i ≥ 1 of the MT-algorithm for SHF described in Sec. 1.3.1. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Comparison with previous bounds
Let us first observe that the polynomial ϕ w,n (x) introduced in (1.2) is such that 
Perfect Hash Families
We first recall the previous lower bounds obtained in the literature via the Probabilistic method. First, via the usual Lovász local Lemma (see, e.g., [6] ) one obtains
where
On the other hand, via the expurgation method (see [16] and [6] ) one gets
Let's first compare our bound (2.6) with (3.4) obtained via expurgation method. Note that the numerator E n (w) appearing in the r.h.s. of (3.4) can be written as
So that asymptotically
with E w = w ln 2 − ln w
On the other hand, in view of (3.1), the numerator of the r.h.s. of (2.6) is asymptotic to
with
Observe that while E w grows linearly in w, the factor A w in (3.8) grows only logarithmically w. Thus, to compare (2.6) with (3.4) as n → ∞ we have that A n (w) < B n (w) ⇐⇒ 2 ln w + ln 1 + 1 w − 1 w−1 < w ln 2 where ∆ n (w) is the same quantity defined in (3.9) . This means that all that we discussed for perfect hash families holds also for separating hash families. In particular, our bound beats the bound obtained via expurgation method reported in [6] asymptotically in n as soon as w > 6.
We finally compare our bound with still another bound given by Stinson and Zaverucha [17] The comparison of this with bound (3.12) in now straightforward. We see that our bound (3.13) beats (3.12) as soon as w is larger than 6.
